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    Provisional Result of Written Examination of 
 

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES

 On the basis of the performance in the Written Examination held on 
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be 
noted that this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the 
Centralized Employment Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) 
and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the 
right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mist
  

  At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and Documents 
issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 
(Matriculation/Degree issued by th
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark
sheets have not been received from respective Board/Council/University
certificate and mark sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University
SC/ST candidates must bring Caste/Tribe certificate as prescribed in Annexure
Employment Notice (CEN-02/2014
OBC certificate with Non-Creamy layer status as prescribed in Annexure
testimonials. Please note that OBC certificates have to submit lates
layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the date of verification. 

 

  Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure
on non-judicial stamp paper that he/she belong
exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the document verification, the candidature will be rejected 
as per para-4.01 and 5 B(VIII) of CEN

 

  Income certificate in the prescribed format as per Annexure
fee exemption. If the income certificate is not produced during the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per 
para-4.01 and 5 B(v) of CEN-02/2014.

 

  During DV, the candidates will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be given 
and the candidature of the candidates not producing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be 
forfeited as per Para 5(B) Note-1. However OBC/S
strictly according to CEN-2/2014 and feature in the UR merit list, will be accepted as UR candidate

 

  Candidates must ensure that their name, date of birth, 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in 
name/father’s name/initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating 
that the name as filled in application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and 
submitted at the time of verification.

 

                Candidates may please note that 
birth/qualification/Caste/community in prescribed format/proof of Ex
Declaration/Income Certificate/NOC on the day of document verification
forfeited without any further notice.

 

  Call letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV to be 
conducted in the RRB, Guwahati, Panbazar, Station Road, Guwahati
any postal delay or wrong delivery. However, 
report to RRB on date mentioned against each, along with counter foil of the call letter of written 
examination. All the candidate may be required to stay for 1/2 more days and they must come pr

 
 

 All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
General (UR) list ,should note that  their candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for 
provisional empanelment only aft
and having higher merit position than  OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, SC and ST quota 
and their 30% extra candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates prov
against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies may or may not be provisionally empanelled.
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Result of Written Examination of SSE against  CEN-02/2014

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES 

On the basis of the performance in the Written Examination held on 21/12/2014
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be 
noted that this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the 

t Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) 
and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the 
right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake.  

At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and Documents 
issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 
(Matriculation/Degree issued by the Board/Council/University/Institute), caste certificate and non
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark
sheets have not been received from respective Board/Council/University/Institute, then provisional pass 
certificate and mark sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University/Institute should be produced. 
SC/ST candidates must bring Caste/Tribe certificate as prescribed in Annexure-3 of the 

02/2014) signed by Competent Authority, OBC candidate should bring up
Creamy layer status as prescribed in Annexure-4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant 

testimonials. Please note that OBC certificates have to submit latest community certificate with non
layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the date of verification.  

Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure-8 of CEN No. 02/2014 
paper that he/she belongs to the minority community having claimed exam fee 

exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the document verification, the candidature will be rejected 
) of CEN-02/2014.  

e in the prescribed format as per Annexure-7 of CEN No.02/2014 having claimed exam 
fee exemption. If the income certificate is not produced during the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per 

02/2014. 

will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be given 
and the candidature of the candidates not producing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be 

. However OBC/SC/ST candidates, who fail to produce the original certificate 
2/2014 and feature in the UR merit list, will be accepted as UR candidate

must ensure that their name, date of birth, father’s name and other particulars in their 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in 

ather’s name/initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating 
name as filled in application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and 

submitted at the time of verification. 

may please note that if they fail to produce the original certificates in support of date
community in prescribed format/proof of Ex-Serviceman/proof of PWD/Minority 

Declaration/Income Certificate/NOC on the day of document verification, the candidature
forfeited without any further notice. 

letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV to be 
conducted in the RRB, Guwahati, Panbazar, Station Road, Guwahati- 781001.  This RRB is not responsible for 
any postal delay or wrong delivery. However, if any candidate does not receive the call letter, he/she may 
report to RRB on date mentioned against each, along with counter foil of the call letter of written 
examination. All the candidate may be required to stay for 1/2 more days and they must come pr

All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
General (UR) list ,should note that  their candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for 
provisional empanelment only after OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list 
and having higher merit position than  OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, SC and ST quota 
and their 30% extra candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates provisionally called  for DV 
against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies may or may not be provisionally empanelled. 

GUWAHATI 

Phone No. (0361) 2540815  

02/2014 

/12/2014, the following 
candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.).  It may be 
noted that this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the 

t Notice No. 02/2014. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) 
and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the 

At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and Documents 
issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets 

), caste certificate and non-creamy 
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark-

, then provisional pass 
should be produced. 

3 of the Centralized 
signed by Competent Authority, OBC candidate should bring up-to-date 

4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant 
t community certificate with non-creamy 

8 of CEN No. 02/2014 
to the minority community having claimed exam fee 

exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the document verification, the candidature will be rejected 

7 of CEN No.02/2014 having claimed exam 
fee exemption. If the income certificate is not produced during the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per 

will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be given 
and the candidature of the candidates not producing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be 

, who fail to produce the original certificate 
2/2014 and feature in the UR merit list, will be accepted as UR candidates only.  

name and other particulars in their 
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in 

ather’s name/initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating 
name as filled in application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and 

produce the original certificates in support of date of 
Serviceman/proof of PWD/Minority 

, the candidature is liable to be 

letters are being dispatched by Speed Post to the candidates individually for appearing in the DV to be 
781001.  This RRB is not responsible for 

if any candidate does not receive the call letter, he/she may 
report to RRB on date mentioned against each, along with counter foil of the call letter of written 
examination. All the candidate may be required to stay for 1/2 more days and they must come prepared for it. 

All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in the 
General (UR) list ,should note that  their candidature is provisional  and they will be considered for 

er OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list 
and having higher merit position than  OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, SC and ST quota 

isionally called  for DV 



Note:(I)Call letter for Document Verification does not give any guarantee for employment in Railways. If it is 
found later at any stage that any candidate does not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, candidature 
will be cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained. (II) All instructions given in the 
CEN-2/2014 must be complied. 

List of the absentee candidates in  DV (Document Verification) of SSE, CEN-2/2014 
        

DATE OF D.V. 20.01.2016  / REPORTING TIME : 13:00 HOURS   Date of issue of Duplicate call letter for DV:  19.01.2016 

20124011000018 20124011000527 20124011000681 20124011001932 20124011002183 

20124011002605 20124011003517 20124011003850 20124011003896 20124011004014 

20124011004265 20124011005096 20124011005303 20124011005307 20124011006221 

20124011006636 20124011006679 20124011006831 20124011007109 20124011007286 

20124011008237 20124011008807 20124011009325 20124011010217 20124011011334 

20124011011809 20124011012119 20124011012146 20124011013600 20124011013798 

20124011014814 20124011014815 20124011015577 20124011016051 20124012016794 

20124012016889 20124012017606 20124012017847 20124012018245 20124012018839 

20124012019622 20124012020031 20124012020322 20124012020439 20124012021240 

20124012021351 20124012021405 20124012021961 20124012023718 20124013024290 

 

 

DATE OF D.V. 21.01.2016  / REPORTING TIME : 08:00 HOURS   Date of issue of Duplicate call letter for DV: 20.01.2016 

20124013025220 20124013025544 20124013026406 20124013026493 20124013026499 

20124013028644 20124013028741 20124013028816 20124013029342 20124013029424 

20124013029552 20124013029554 20124013029635 20124013029864 20124013030169 

20124013030356 20124013030920 20124013030978 20124013031272 20124013032006 

20124013032147 20124013032715 20124013032777 20124013032825 20124013032904 

20124013032929 20124013033052 20124013033538 20124013033567 20124013034201 

20124013034551 20124013034966 20124013035162 20124013035369 20124013035579 

20124013036006 20124013036591 20124013036658 20124013036861 20124013037291 

20124013037390 20124013037815 20124013038053 20124013038137 20124013038453 

20124013038872 20124013038935 20124013041241 20124013042130 
 

 

 

 

 

     Date: 1
st

 January-2016.                                                                  Chairman, 

                      Guwahati                                                                   RRB, Guwahati 

   

 

 

 


